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TOM BEAUTY SALON EQUIPMENT Co., Ltd

Introduction

TOM BEAUTY SALON EQUIPMENT Co., Ltd（TOM BEAUTY） is established in 2006 and it 

mainly produces salon equipment in beauty industry. TOM BEAUTY’s major export area is the 

European and American, wholesalers are their customers. TOM BEAUTY develops to be a 

popular and with considerable scale manufacturer of Europe. This is not only depends on the 

high quality of the products, but also depends on their business strategy. Next we will go into 

this company and find out why it can develop so rapid.

Customers is the first

 “The key factor that TOM BEAUTY was able to become the top one in the beauty industry is 

seeking truth from facts.” According to Rainy,  vice presidents of TOM BEAUTY. TOM BEAUTY 

attaches great importance to the market trend, it does market survey on time and design new 

fashion products according to the market demand. Therefore TOM BEAUTY has a very strong 

exploitation ability. In addition, TOM BEAUTY controls the quality of the products strictly, 

offers good service after sales and keeps secret strictly.

Rainy told PROMOBEAUTY:“ Compared to 2009, TOM BEAUTY is better and there are more 

customers than before, and the order increase rapidly. But there is another problem that time 

is limited and will reduce the quality of products. To solve this problem, TOM BEAUTY hires a 

lot of workers to complete the orders. Meanwhile, the company set down more perfect quality 

standards to prevent neglecting the quality during the manufacturing process. The sales keep 

contacts with the buyers and reflect the newly situation of the products during the production, 

which makes customers take full advantage of production schedule. ” 

With high quality products and excellent service, and put customers in the first any time is why 

TOM BEAUTY success.



Plan in 2011

The major plan of TOM BEAUTY in 2010 is going to rectify the management and production processes 

in the factory, which make the production under a well control. Also, TOM BEAUTY will change to style 

of sales and produce more high-quality goods. 

In recent years, the SPA pavilion and BEAUTY hall are increasing in China. Requirements are rising. 

Does TOM BEAUTY want to exploit the domestic market? Rainy think the mainland market will grow 

bigger and bigger. But TOM BEAUTY is focus on Europe and American market and will not plan to 

develop the domestic for the moment.

To raise brand awareness, TOM BEAUTY attended some international beauty exhibition, such as 

Cosmoprof Bologna and Beauty Eurasia, which Rainy think highly:“Most visitors in these exhibition are 

really want to buy something, we could get satisfying orders. Meanwhile, these exhibition could help us 

know more about the develop trend and design of the industry. And we will going to attend these beauty 

exhibitions in the future.” 

When we are talking about the trends of the industry, Rainy thought that the design of the beauty 

equipment will ask for exquisite and the quality need to be a higher level.

Feature Products

There are two characteristic of TOM BEAUTY’s products.

First, the unique style. You can’t find the same pattern equipment in the market.

Second, the products are practicality. Look at the pictures, this kind of bed could be used to 

hairdressing or massage; even it could be used to a nail polish chair! Just use the same price to buy 

three different purpose equipment. How substantial it is!

                                        

       

                              
                                                                      Want to know more about TOM BEAUTY，please visit：www.tomspa.com 
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Target in 2012

L isa Lao, manager assistant in LINGBO CIXI, said the situation in 2012 would be more difficult 

because of the upvaluation of CNY and the cost of labour force is growing. Besides, it is hard to hire 

workers which affect the delivery date badly. Although there are a lots of bad factors, the company is 

thinking over the solution which develop the new products to make up the deficiency of the profit 

base on keeping regulate products producing.

The advertisement about men’s cosmetics is popular 

in recent years and some large-scale foreign 

enterprises are absorbed in the market of men in 

China. NINGBO CIXI thinks that nowadays men will 

pay more attention to their image and the company 

takes serious to this market. The company is also 

promoting relevant cosmetics products for the male consumers. Lisa Lao said that the company will 

adopt some classic color like black to cater for the consumption habit of men!

The national beauty exhibitions like Cosmoprof Bologna、CPAN and Beauty Eurasia, the company 

thinks the Cosmoprof Bologna is the most important and attends the exhibition every year. This 

measure could deepened in the impression of the company and be familiar with the products 

gradually. The foreign buyers will think about that the company has enough strength to attend the 

exhibition and show their products annually, which is benefit to future cooperation and market 

deploitation!

As a consumable industry, the competition will be fiercer and fiercer. NINGBO CIXI is still confident 

to keep the leading edge in the future.

Want to know more about Masters, please visit: www.naturalbathidea.co














